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WELCOME TO OUR 
NEW 2019 RANGE
This is one of the most exciting times in our 44-year 
history. Jayco is known for innovation and taking 
motorhome design and your holiday relaxation to the  
next level. This year, we are proud to introduce to you  
a range of technology-led features that are designed  
to enhance your holiday. 

We’ve listened to our owners and partnered with 
exciting market-leading technology innovators such 
as Amazon and BMPRO to make the operations of 
your motorhome effortless. Lights are switched on by 
voice commands; awnings can be operated from your 
smartphone - our clever solutions will help you enjoy 
your downtime even more.

Some of the new features are optional on our campervan 
and Conquest motorhome ranges, but take a look at the 
new Optimum range – the world’s first voice-activated 
production RV.  Ask us about RVConnect – Jayco’s 
exclusive collection of technology options that enhance 
your lifestyle: style and comfort effortlessly executed. 

We have taken our inspiration for this year’s interiors from 
the landscapes of Australia, providing a soothing backdrop 
for any great Australian road trip, large or small.

When you buy a Jayco, you can relax – it’s full of 
engineering expertise. All our products are designed by 
Australians, made locally with the challenging Australian 
conditions in mind.

As life takes you on the road, let Jayco be your  
partner in adventure with your choice of our new  
2019 Motorhome range.

Enjoy.
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Ideal for solo trailblazers or dynamic duos, the Jayco campervan lets you travel light to get 
you to where you want to go. Perfect for those wanting the features of a motorhome in a 
smaller RV, campervans have everything you need tucked away and ready to go. 

Built in a Fiat or a Mercedes van, Jayco campervans are compact and can be parked easily in a 
van-sized parking spot. And you do not require a special license to drive it, a standard driver’s 
license will suffice. 

All Jayco campervans come standard with safety features such as electronic stability 
control, ABS and rear parking sensors. 

LATEST TECHNOLOGY: Parking package with 360-degree camera is available on  
MS.22-2 model. 

OPTION UP: Add a nudge bar for added protection for the front of your campervan.  
And with an optional tow bar, you can take a trailer or a small car with you.

“  It’s hard to express the feeling of owning a freedom machine like 
Frankie Dean (FD19). It’s knowing the adventures that await us 
and loving that sense of anticipation. Knowing that we will have 
more time to do the things we love and that connect us.”

 Hayley  Rochford, hellofrankiedean.com, SA 

JAYCO CAMPERVANS
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BEST THINGS COME IN SMALL PACKAGES

Travel in comfort across the countryside for adventures that memories are made of.

Sleeping two adults, a campervan is a home away from home with no compromise on 
space. Standard features include an awning, ensuite, kitchen with the 85-litre fridge  
and air conditioner, so you’re never far from creature comforts.

The contemporary interior features durable UV-resistant fabrics in neutral tones, 
inspired by the Australia’s organic and earthy landscape hues.  

Equipped with JHub control panel, conveniently manage your Jayco campervan’s 
onboard features: air-conditioning, lights, hot water, batteries and never be  
caught short.

LATEST TECHNOLOGY: New in 2019, JHub is now also available in a phone app. 
Jayco campervans: motorhome lifestyle 
and creature comforts packed in a  
smaller RV. 

Modern and cosy interiors in neutral  
tones feature commercial-grade,  
highly durable fabrics. 

FD.19-1

Body Length 6365mm

Interior Length 3975mm

Travel Length 6365mm

Travel Height 2740mm

Interior Height 1885mm

Travel Width 2150mm*

Tare Weight (Approx) 3060kg

MS.22-2

Body Length 6970mm

Interior Length 4250mm

Travel Length 6970mm

Travel Height 2850mm

Interior Height 1900mm

Travel Width 2120mm*

Tare Weight (Approx) 3000kg

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van. 
 It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose. * not including vehicle cabin mirrors.      |
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JAYCO CAMPERVAN FEATURES

APPLIANCES

Air Conditioning Roof-Mounted

Cooktop 2 BR 3 BR

Microwave

Fridge- Vitrifrigo 12V V 85 L

Rangehood 12 V with LED lights and twin fans -

Stereo Furrion CD/DVD/Radio

TV/DVD LED 12 V 24” 24”

Solar system 160 160

COMFORT

Innerspring Mattress -

Upholstery- Fabric -

Upholstery- Man-made leather -

CONSTRUCTION

Aluminium frame in dinette seats and  
bed frames

EXTERIOR GENERAL

Box awning 4.0m

Electric Step

External 240V Power Point

Gas Bottle - 1 X 4kg 4kg 4kg

Lockable Gas Bottle Compartment

LED Annex light

INTERIOR GENERAL 

Battery Management System BMPRO 12 V/240 V

Battery 100 AH 1 1

Dometic Roof Hatch 700 X 500 -

Fiamma Roof Hatch 390 X 390 -

JHub Tablet Control Panel

LED Strip lights underneath overhead cupboards

Water Tank Capacity 90 86

Water Tank (Grey) Capacity 90 110

CONSTRUCTION

Child restraints mounting points to rear seats

Rear-View Camera 

M
S.

22
-2

M
S.

22
-2

FD
.1

9-
1 

FD
.1

9-
1 

 Standard - Not available

Ensuite is standard, so late-night trips to the bathroom 
are taken care of!

SELF-CONTAINED LIVING 
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M o r e  f e a t u r e s  f o r  l e s s .

Solar panel will keep your batteries charged when no power is available. BMPRO battery management system prevents the battery from being overly discharged. 
And with the new JHub phone app you’ll always know how much power you are using and 
how much is left.*

Wind-out box awnings come standard in all Jayco campervans. 

MORE FEATURES FOR LESS

GO OFF GRID 

EXCLUSIVE TO JAYCO

* within Bluetooth range.      |
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If you are longing for an adventure without the premium price tag, this lightweight and self-
contained RV is the right choice. Built on a reliable Renault or Fiat AL-KO chassis, it has the power 
when it counts and is a pleasure to drive. 

Jayco’s market-leading Tough Frame provides great thermal and acoustic insulation. Combining 
vacuum-bonded quad-layer walls and lightweight aluminium frame, Tough Frame walls are 
light and strong. The outer layer is made of hail- and dent-resistant fibreglass. 

Jayco Conquest motorhome makes your dream holiday more affordable than ever: it is packed 
with all the functionality and features you’ll need on your travels. The benefits keep rolling with 
this motorhome, which comes standard with inclusions such as a rooftop solar system to power 
appliances on board, air conditioning and an electric awning.

OPTION UP: Extras like nudge bar or bull bar will protect your Jayco Conquest motorhome  
from minor accidents.

“ We have been doing a lot of Spartan races this year, and to be  
able to take our home (our Jayco motorhome) with us has been 
sooo amazing. We have everything we need to just set up,  
sleep and race!”

 Amanda Williams, NSW

JAYCO CONQUEST 
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GREAT VALUE, FULL OF FEATURES

Your dream lifestyle starts here. Explore the great outdoors without leaving  
home comforts.

Cooking is a joy in the large kitchen equipped with four-burner gas stove and 
171-litre fridge. The generous ensuite in Jayco Conquest motorhome is fitted with  
a 3.3 kg washing machine^ so you can do your laundry in private whilst on the road. 

For downtime, enjoy the 24” TV and entertainment system and luxuriously large 
seating. The modern interior features durable UV-resistant fabrics in earthy hues 
- a perfect backdrop for adding your own flair to your second home. Or upgrade to 
genuine leather interior for that ultimate luxury experience.

CLEVER SOLUTIONS: electric lift-up bed drops from the ceiling at the push of a 
button and is stored away, giving you ample living space (N/A FA.25-6).

EXCLUSIVE TO JAYCO: with the JControl panel, conveniently manage your Jayco 
Conquest’s lights, solar and batteries. In 2019, you can monitor your motorhome’s 
power and water levels* in a new phone app, JHub.

Large kitchen is well equipped; spacious 
lounge with plenty of legroom can be 
upgraded to leather.

Generous ensuite with separate shower 
and toilet for self-contained living. 

RM.20-5

Body Length 6490mm

Interior Length 3990mm

Travel Length 6490mm

Travel Height 3105mm

Interior Height 2070mm

Travel Width 2310mm**

Tare Weight (Approx) 2840kg

RM.23-4

Body Length 7160mm

Interior Length 4630mm

Travel Length 7160mm

Travel Height 3195mm

Interior Height 2100mm

Travel Width 2390mm**

Tare Weight (Approx) 3585kg

FA.25-6

Body Length 7990mm

Interior Length 5490mm

Travel Length 7990mm

Travel Height 3225mm

Interior Height 2100mm

Travel Width 2390mm**

Tare Weight (Approx) 3480kg

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van. 
 It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.

*within Bluetooth range. ^FA 25-6 only.         
** not including vehicle cabin mirrors. |
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JAYCO CONQUEST FEATURES

APPLIANCES

Air Conditioning Roof-Mounted

Cooktop - Dometic 4-Burner/Griller (N/A RM.20-5)

Microwave

Fridge - Thetford N31753 3-way touch panel 171 L

Rangehood 12 V with LED lights and twin fans

Stereo Furrion CD/DVD/Radio with external 
speakers

TV Aerial Winegard

TV/DVD LED 12 V (Extra in Conquest FA25-1)(24”) 24”

Solar System 120

COMFORT

Orthopaedic bed slats

Upholstery - Fabric

Upholstery - Leather

CONSTRUCTION

Aluminium-framed solid sandwich-panel floor

Aluminium frame in dinette seats and bed frames

Fibreglass fully insulated hail-resistant roof & walls

EXTERIOR GENERAL

Awning 

Electric Step (N/A RM20-5)

External 240 V Double Power Point

External Fold-Out Table

EXTERIOR GENERAL (Continued)

External underfloor baggage doors (N/A RM.20-5)

Gas Bottle - 1 x 9 kg RM20-5

Gas Bottles - 2 x 9 kg (N/A 25-5)

Side mount gas bayonet

Slide-out Generator Provision (Honda2.0)  
(N/A RM.20-5)

INTERIOR GENERAL

Additional Internal TV Point

Battery Management System BMPRO 12 V/240 V

Battery 100 AH 1

Battery provision for second battery  
(N/A RM.20-5)

LED Roof Hatch

Control Panel 

LED Strip lights underneath overhead cupboards

Pull-out Pantry to kitchen (N/A RM.20-5)

Windows double-glazed push-out with roller blinds

Water filter to sink

Water Tank Capacity 80 | 80 | 
125

Water Tank (Grey) Capacity 45 | 75 | 
125

SAFETY

Rear-View Camera

Solid ADR-approved main door with gas strut  
(N/A RM.20-5)

 Standard  Optional 

| *LED N/A

Electric lift-up bed drops from the ceiling at the push of 
a button and can be easily stored away, giving you ample 
living space (N/A FA.25-6).

CLEVER SOLUTIONS
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G r e a t  v a l u e  f o r  m o n e y.

The large seating area with lots of legroom can be upgraded to genuine leather for  
ultimate luxury.

Generous 171-litre 3-way fridge is very quiet and runs on LP gas, 12 V DC or  
240 V mains power.

Exclusive to Jayco, the internal control panel JControl provides transparency of battery 
and water tanks; you can also access this information on the new JHub phone app.*

LATEST TECHNOLOGY

MODERN INTERIOR

* within Bluetooth range.      |
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An ideal choice for the experienced traveller and newcomer alike, the Jayco Conquest DX boasts 
plenty of extras that make our most popular range of motorhomes a great value for money. 

Atop the purpose-built chassis by Fiat AL-KO or Iveco sits the sleek and stylish full fibreglass 
cabin. Built with the Jayco Tough Frame technology, the Jayco Conquest DX is both durable and 
lightweight for easy handling and fuel economy. 

Your safety is paramount: all Jayco Conquest DX models are fitted with Electronic Stability 
Control system, rear-view cameras, ABS and front air bags. The Iveco models also feature side 
airbags.

OPTION UP:  Include a satellite dish so you never miss a TV event, diesel heater for extra warmth, 
nudge bar or a tow bar for extra protection of the front of the van.

“ Our Jayco Conquest DX is as comfortable as our home.  
We just love being out in it.”

 Derek Bullock, QLD

JAYCO CONQUEST DX
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FOR THOSE WHO KNOW WHAT THEY WANT

Discovering the outdoors has never been more enjoyable. The DX in Jayco Conquest DX 
stands for ‘deluxe’ and it’s easy to see why. 

This superior motorhome isn’t shy to show off its benefits: from the spacious living 
layout, full ensuite, feature-packed kitchen with roomy European-style drawers, to even 
a washing machine - it’s hard to imagine how Jayco Conquest DX could be improved.

And when you just want to relax, the 24” TV and entertainment system are there for 
quality downtime. 

The clever slide-out section creates more space when you need it and conveniently slides 
back in for driving. Slide-out is just one of the features controlled with JHub, Jayco’s 
exclusive portable tablet with upgradable software: operate electrical features, check 
battery status, manage water and power consumption so you’re never caught short.

NEW IN 2019: Download our new exclusive phone app JHub and monitor your Jayco 
Conquest DX onboard features within Bluetooth range. 

THE ULTIMATE COMFORT: Looking for a good night sleep? Latex pillow-top mattresses 
will have you well-rested and always ready for exploring. 

Rediscover the joy of driving with safety: ABS, ESC, air bags and rear-view cameras  
are standard. 

Deluxe living in Jayco Conquest DX with electric slide-out, full ensuite and  
plenty of storage. 
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JAYCO CONQUEST DX FLOORPLANS
FA.25-1

Body Length 7990mm

Interior Length 5490mm

Travel Length 7990mm

Travel Height 3225mm

Interior Height 2100mm

Travel Width 2390mm*

Tare Weight (Approx) 3600kg

IV.25-5

Body Length 7950mm

Interior Length 5430mm

Travel Length 7950mm

Travel Height 3240mm

Interior Height 2114mm

Travel Width 2405mm*

Tare Weight (Approx) 3980kg

IV.25-5B

Body Length 7950mm

Interior Length 5430mm

Travel Length 7950mm

Travel Height 3240mm

Interior Height 2114mm

Travel Width 2405mm*

Tare Weight (Approx) 4260kg

FA.25-3

Body Length 7990mm

Interior Length 5490mm

Travel Length 7990mm

Travel Height 3225mm

Interior Height 2100mm

Travel Width 2390mm*

Tare Weight (Approx) 3740kg

| 
The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van. 
 It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.

* not including vehicle  
cabin mirrors.
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Everything is taken care of: roomy European-style drawers, feature-packed kitchen and even a washing machine!
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JAYCO CONQUEST DX FEATURES

APPLIANCES

Air Conditioning Roof-Mounted

Cooktop - Dometic 4-Burner/Griller

Microwave

Fridge - Thetford N3175  3-way touch panel 171 L

Rangehood 12 V with LED lights and twin fans

Satellite - Sphere 12 V System

Stereo Furrion CD/DVD/Radio with external 
speakers

TV Aerial Winegard

TV/DVD LED 12 V (Extra in Conquest FA25-1) 24”

Solar System 160

Washing Machine Sphere 3.3 kg

COMFORT

Innerspring Pillowtop Mattress

Lift-up beds with orthopaedic bed slats

Upholstery - Fabric

Upholstery - Leather

CONSTRUCTION

Aluminium-framed solid sandwich-panel floor

Aluminium frame in dinette seats and bed frames

Fibreglass fully insulated hail-resistant roof & walls

EXTERIOR GENERAL

Awning - electric with LED light (NA IV.25-5)

Electric Step

External 240 V Double Power Point

External Entertainment Unit

External Fold-Out Table

External underfloor baggage doors

Gas Bottles - 2 x 9 kg (N/A 25-5)

Side mount gas bayonet

Slide-out Generator Provision (Honda2.0)

INTERIOR GENERAL

Additional Internal TV Point

Battery Management System BMPRO 12 V/240 V

Battery 100 Ah 1

Battery provision for second battery

LED Roof Hatch

JHub Tablet Control Panel

LED Strip lights underneath overhead cupboards

Pop-up power tower

INTERIOR GENERAL (Continued)

Pull-out Pantry to kitchen

Windows double-glazed push-out with roller blinds

Water filter to sink

Slide-out electric 12 V bed/lounge

Water Tank Capacity 125L

Water Tank (Grey) Capacity 125L

Wi-Fi with Extender

SAFETY

Child restraints mounting points to rear seats 4 - berth

Rear-View Camera

Solid ADR-approved main door with gas strut

 Standard  Optional 

| *LED N/A
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L a t e s t  t e c h n o l o g y  f o r  s e lf- c o n t a i n e d  l i v i n g .

SELF-CONTAINED LIVING GENEROUS SIZE

With 3.3 kg washing machine you’ll never have to hand wash on  
the road again.

171-litre 3-way fridge will keep food 
fresh and drinks cold.

Exclusive to Jayco, portable JHub control tablet provides complete transparency of your 
RV’s  onboard features. In 2019, JHub also comes as a phone app.

The slide-out section creates more space when you need it and conveniently slides back in 
for driving.

An awning that rolls out at a push of a button –  
what could be easier?

EXCLUSIVE TO JAYCO MORE SPACE FOR LIVING
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Jayco Optimum motorhome raises the bar of luxury to the highest levels and represents the 
ultimate in on-the-road comfort and style. The sleek interior will turn many a head as you travel 
in supreme comfort, with the reliability and power of Iveco turbo diesel chassis. 

Built with Jayco Tough Frame construction technology, Jayco Optimum’s body is finished in 
hail- and dent-resistant fibreglass with high gloss finish. Its streamlined modern look is bound 
to stop traffic. With so much attention, you may need the engine immobiliser, a state-of-the-art 
anti-theft system – luckily it is a standard feature on Jayco Optimum motorhome.  

WORLD-FIRST: With new 360-degree cameras, there are no blind spots when driving and 
parking your Jayco Optimum.

NEW IN 2019: Nautilus instant hot water system means you will never run out of  
hot water again!

“ Across the Nullarbor to visit grandies. Love the full-size shower 
and fridge/freezer, and lots more. Our Jayco Optimum (Ivy) works 
for us as we have made her into our home. We have family here 
where we live, in SA and WA. Say no more, we love to travel.”

 Dorothy Ferguson, TAS

JAYCO OPTIMUM
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ULTIMATE LUXURY AND TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION

IV.29-5

Body Length 8995mm

Interior Length 6480mm

Travel Length 8995mm

Travel Height 3450mm

Interior Height 2010mm

Travel Width 2405mm**

Tare Weight (Approx) 5570kg
You might think you’re in a luxurious holiday home when you travel in Jayco Optimum. 

Jayco Optimum interior features a white sand and rich timber palette – perfect neutral 
tones for you to add your flair. 

Jayco Optimum motorhome is unrivalled in luxurious features for getaways in  
superior comfort.

At the heart of the Jayco Optimum 2019 is the seamlessly integrated technology for 
intuitive, effortless living, Jayco RVConnect:
n   In a world-first, Jayco Optimum is fitted with Amazon Alexa, your very own virtual 

assistant. Tomorrow’s weather for your hike – sorted. Music for ambience – playing 
now. Change TV channel – done. 

n   Wi-Fi extender captures signals within a significantly increased range and provides 
maximum security and mobile internet speed with 4G capability.

n   App-operated electric awning rolls out with just a touch of a button on your phone. 
n   Exclusive JHub portable tablet and now a phone app provide complete transparency  

of the onboard features.*

With 216-litre fridge, full-sized pot drawers, dishwasher, washing machine, 32” TV and 
genuine leather upholstery, you’d be forgiven for thinking you’re in a luxurious holiday 
home of your own.

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van. 
 It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.

*within Bluetooth range.         
** not including vehicle cabin mirrors. |
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APPLIANCES

Air Conditioning Roof-Mounted

Cooktop - Thetford 2 burner + Induction cooktop

Microwave Convection

Fridge - Dometic 8 Series 216 L 3-way

Generator Onan 3.6 kW

Rangehood 12 V with LED lights and twin fans

Satellite - Sphere 12 V System

Stereo Furrion CD/DVD/Radio with external 
speakers

TV Aerial Winegard

TV/DVD LED 12 V 24” & 32”

Solar System 2 x 160

Washing Machine Sphere 3.3 kg

COMFORT

Innerspring Pillowtop Mattress

Lift-up beds with orthopaedic bed slats

Upholstery - Leather

CONSTRUCTION

Aluminium-framed solid sandwich-panel floor

Aluminium frame in dinette seats and bed frames

Fibreglass fully insulated hail-resistant roof & walls

EXTERIOR GENERAL

Awning - electric with LED light

Electric Step

External 240 V Double Power Point

External Entertainment Unit

External Fold-Out Table

External underfloor baggage doors

Gas Bottles 2 x 9 kg

Side mount gas bayonet

INTERIOR GENERAL

Alexa voice control 

Additional Internal TV Point

Battery Management System BMPRO 12 V/240 V

Battery 100 Ah 2

LED Roof Hatch

JHub Tablet Control Panel

LED Strip lights underneath overhead cupboards

Nautilus instant gas hot-water system

Pop up power tower

Sirocco Fans

INTERIOR GENERAL (Continued)

Pull-out Pantry to kitchen

Windows double-glazed push-out with roller blinds

Water filter to sink

Slide-out electric 12 V bed/lounge

Water Tank Capacity 240L

Water Tank (Grey) Capacity 80L

Wi-Fi with Extender + 4G

360 Cameras- driving aid

SAFETY

Child restraints mounting points to rear seats 4 - berth

Rear-View Camera

Solid ADR-approved main door with gas strut

 Standard  Optional 

| *LED N/A

JAYCO OPTIMUM FEATURES
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SELF-CONTAINED LIVING STAY CONNECTEDNEW IN 2019

Flat-screen 32” TV for the perfect viewing experience of watching 
favourite shows. 

Nautilus instant hot-water system – never run out of hot water again!

The class-leading 216-litre fridge runs 
on LP gas, 12 V DC or 240 V mains power.

Standard in 2019 models, Amazon Alexa personal assistant brings 
a whole new world of voice commands into effortless holidays.

Winegard Wi-Fi extender captures available signals within an 
increased range with maximum security.

With a satellite dish, you’ll never 
miss your favourite TV show or  
a Grand Final.

WORLD-FIRST LATEST TECHNOLOGY

A u s t r a l i a ’s  f i r s t  v o i c e - a c t i v a t e d  m o t o r h o m e .
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Towing 
capacity 

(ball weight/
braked) kg

Cab 
colour

Engine 
capacity 

(L) Config
Power  

kW
Torque  

Nm Gearbox

Fuel 
tank 

capacity 
(L)

Driven 
wheels

Rear wheel 
configuration

Tyre  
size

Wheel  
type

Anti-
lock 

brakes

4 
wheel 

disc 
brakes

Traction 
control

Stability 
control

FD.19-1 Fiat 
Ducato

200/ 
2,500 White 2.3 4 

Cylinder 113 350
6 speed 

automated 
manual

90 Front Single 225/ 
75R16

Steel 
(alloy 

optional)

MS.22-2 Mercedes 200/ 
2,000 White 2.2 4 

Cylinder 105 330 7 speed 
automatic 71 Rear Single 235/ 

65R16

Steel 
(alloy 

optional)

RM.20-5 Renault 
Master

230/ 
2,300 White 2.3 4 

Cylinder 110 350
6 speed 

automated 
manual

100 Front Single 225/ 
65R16 Steel -

RM.23-4 Renault 
Master

230/ 
2,300 White 2.3 4 

Cylinder 110 350
6 speed 

automated 
manual

100 Rear Dual 195/ 
75R16 Steel -

FA.25-6
Fiat 
Ducato / 
Alko

100/ 
1,500

White  
(opt black 

or iron grey)
2.3 4 

Cylinder 130 400
6 speed 

automated 
manual

120 Front Single 225/ 
75R16

Steel 
(alloy 

optional)

FA.25-1
Fiat 
Ducato / 
Alko

100/ 
1,500

White  
(opt black 

or iron grey)
2.3 4 

Cylinder 130 400
6 speed 

automated 
manual

120 Front Single 225/ 
75R16

Steel 
(alloy 

optional)

FA.25-3
Fiat 
Ducato / 
Alko

100/ 
1,500

White  
(opt black 

or iron grey)
2.3 4 

Cylinder 130 400
6 speed 

automated 
manual

120 Front Single 225/ 
75R16

Steel 
(alloy 

optional)

IV.25-5 Iveco 
Daily 50c

300/ 
3,000 White 3.0  

Bi-turbo
4 

Cylinder 150 470
8 speed 
Hi-Matic 

automatic
100 Rear Dual 195/ 

75R16 Steel

IV.29-5 Iveco 
Daily 70c

300/ 
3,000 White 3.0  

Bi-turbo
4 

Cylinder 150 470
8 speed 
Hi-Matic 

automatic
100 Rear Dual 225/ 

75R16

Steel 
(alloy 

optional)

VEHICLE SPECIFICATIONS

 Standard 
 Optional

OP
TT

IM
UM

CO
NQ

UE
ST

 D
X

CO
NQ

UE
ST

CA
M

PE
RV

AN
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Driver and 
passenger 

air bags
Laminated 

windscreen
Power 

steering

Cabin 
seat 

finish

Driver & 
passenger 

swivel 
seats

Cabin 
floor 

carpet
Arm 

rests

Keyless 
central 
locking

Extra 
wide 

electric 
mirrors

AM/FM 
tuner 
with 
aux 

input
Bluetooth 

capabilities

Multifunction 
steering 

wheel
Air 

conditioning
Cruise 

Control

Satelite 
navigation 

system
Roadside 

assistance

Warranty 
period 

(years / 
km)

Cloth
5 / 

200,000

Man 
made 

leather
- 3 / 

200,000

Cloth Optional - 3 / 
200,000

Cloth
3 / 

200,000

Cloth
5 / 

200,000

Cloth
5 / 

200,000

Cloth
5 / 

200,000

Cloth -
3 / 

200,000

Leather -
3 / 

200,000
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JAYCO CONSTRUCTION SAFETY YOU CAN TRUST

Tough Frame
Jayco motorhomes boast market-leading vacuum-bonded quad-layer wall 
construction technology. Built on lightweight aluminium frame for extra strength and 
longevity, Jayco’s Tough Frame provides great thermal and acoustic insulation and is 
finished in high-gloss fibreglass that is hail- and dent-resistant.

Aluminium frame
The furniture in your Jayco motorhome is built on our exclusive aluminium frame for 
strength and durability. 

Electronic Stability Control (ESC or ESP)
ESC corrects for oversteering or understeering of the vehicle by 
applying the brake of the appropriate wheel in extreme driving 
conditions for improved control and stability. 

Anti-Brake System (ABS)
ABS helps to avoid skidding during emergency stops. 

Rear-view camera 
A driving aid that provides a wide, detailed view on the screen, with reference lines  
to help identify the distance from obstacles. It activates automatically when  
reverse is engaged.

Engine immobiliser
A state-of-the-art anti-theft system prevents the engine from running 
unless the correct car key is used. 
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OPTIONAL FEATURES

Strong, low-profile alloy nudge bar for added protection for the front 
of your motorhome.

External showers^ are ideal 
for rinsing off sandy feet 
before getting inside. 

Diesel heater^ is indispensable on cool days to make your RV as warm 
and cosy as your home.

2x 160 W solar panels^ will keep your batteries charged for extended 
trips off grid. 

High-strength alloy bull bar 
provides maximum front-end 
protection for your motorhome.

The external picnic table^ is perfect for enjoying meals outside. Non-slip alloy side steps^  
for easy entry.

STANDARD IN OPTIMUM

SILVERLINE ONLY

^Select models only.      |
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AUSTRALIAN MADE
Designed and built by Australians, for 
Australians to take on the Australian 

terrain, all Jayco RVs proudly wear the 
Australian-made logo. 

Buying a new van, trading in  
or servicing the one you have,  
for 44 years, Australians have  

trusted Jayco with their  
holiday memories.

BETTER VALUE
As the largest Australian RV manufacturer, 
Jayco has a great buying power and passes 
the savings on to our customers, delivering 

more features for less.  

NATIONWIDE SUPPORT
With 29 authorised Jayco dealers and 

100+ service agents around the country, 
Jayco’s support network is the most 

comprehensive in Australia. 

JAYCO CARE
Jayco’s industry-leading customer care 

comprises of 2-year manufacturing 
warranty and 5-year structural 

warranty. Each new Jayco RV comes with 
complimentary 3 years of 24/7 Jayco 

Roadside Assist for peace of mind.

GREAT RESALE VALUE
Jayco RVs keep their value exceptionally 

well and are considered to be a long-term 
investment. To help you get the best value, 

list your Jayco for free on jayco.com.au.  

WHY BUY JAYCO?
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ABOUT JAYCO
Proudly Australian Made
For 44 years, Jayco has been helping Australians to have the best 
caravanning and camping adventures. Caravans and camper trailers, 
motorhomes and campervans, pop tops, off-road caravans and toy 
haulers – there’s a Jayco for everyone. 

Jayco is Australia’s largest recreational vehicle (RV) manufacturer. Our 
vision is to lead the way in RV innovation, not only in Australia but on the 
global stage. We listen and respond to what our customers need in their 
RVs to make their holidays effortless.

Every aspect of a Jayco RV is engineered and validated by our Victoria-
based Research & Development team. As part of the Jayco Testing 
Programme, our innovative products undergo weeks of testing in lab 
and real-life conditions before being released to market. 

All our products are designed by Australians, with the harshest 
Australian conditions in mind. Each Jayco is proudly made in Australia, 
in our state-of-the-art factory in Dandenong, VIC. 

Australia’s most recognised brand for quality and affordable RVs, Jayco 
is a great success story of Australian manufacturing. Employing over 
1,000 people, Jayco continues as a locally-owned family business.

“ It’s clear that Jayco is one of Australia’s most impressive 
manufacturers and takes great pride in producing a range of 
the highest-quality products. We are just as proud to have 
the Jayco brand aligned with the Australian Made logo.” – 
Ben Lazzaro, Chief Executive, Australian Made Campaign Ltd



OTHER PRODUCTS IN OUR RANGE

Jayco Caravans Jayco Pop Tops Jayco Sport & Adventure Jayco Camper Trailers Jayco J-Pod

Jayco Corporation Pty Ltd owns the copyright in this brochure. Unauthorised use, reproduction or adaptation is forbidden and will be 
prosecuted. Due to ongoing improvement, the specifications in this brochure are subject to change without notice.  
©JAYCO 2019 PO Box 636 Dandenong VIC Australia 3175.

JAYCO.COM.AU 
1300 JAYCO RV

Join our communities:   
share your Jayco roadtrip with us  
on Facebook and Instagram


